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Senator Tom Coburn
June 2012
June, 2012

Dear Taxpayer,

At the request of Congress, the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has spent more than two billion dollars on the Market Access Program (MAP), a government program that uses your tax dollars to subsidize the advertising costs of profitable agriculture companies and trade associations doing business overseas.

Many Americans might respond with disbelief that we are paying for private companies to market their products in the first place. That we are doing so overseas is even more troubling.

With a host of other agricultural priorities, it is time to reduce funding for this program. At a time when we are cutting funding for our troops, taxpayers cannot continue to subsidize the filming of Reality-TV shows in India, wine tastings for foreign journalists, pet food advertising, and even to advertise pet shampoo anymore. We need to make tough choices.

More than ten years ago, many of the financial beneficiaries of this program were some of this country’s largest corporations. Treasure MAP has found that many of those same companies are still indirectly receiving the government funding through this program. You will recognize many of these as household names, such as Welch’s, Sunkist, and Blue Diamond. Despite their combined $2 billion in sales in 2009, these companies received more than $6 million in 2012 from taxpayers for product promotion.1 2 Also receiving millions from taxpayers for private overseas advertising are the agricultural trade groups whose members include Tyson Foods, Purina, Hershey’s, Georgia-Pacific and Jack Daniels.3

The California wine industry, which had domestic sales of $17.9 billion in 2009,4 drank in nearly $7 million this year through its industry promotion group, the Wine Institute, Cotton Council International, on behalf of the American cotton industry received $20.2 million from MAP (and another $4.7 from another USDA market development program) in 2011, the same year in which U.S. cotton crop receipts were estimated to exceed $8.2 billion.5

While promoted as a merit-based program, the Market Access Program has become a permanent subsidy to some of the nation’s most prominent agricultural companies and trade associations.6 In fact, 57 of the

---

3 Tyson Foods is a member of the National Renderers Association; Purina is a member of the Pet Food Institute; Hershey’s is a member of the National Confectioners Association; Georgia Pacific is a member of the American Forest and Paper Association; and Jack Daniels is owned by Brown-Forman Co, a member of the Distilled Spirits Council of the United States.
6 USDA requires annual application and calls it a “competitive review process.”
76, or three quarters of the associations or cooperatives awarded assistance between 2000 and 2010, received funding every year over the last ten years. In fact, many of the groups have been subsidized since the inception of the program in 1978.

In all, this program has spent more than $2.1 billion since 1999, but its overall benefit to the economy is unclear. Despite the billions of dollars in taxpayer funds, little, if any, data exist to show how the program has had any significant impact on American agriculture’s total share of global exports.

The Market Access Program is a case study of federal inefficiency and overlap. President Obama clearly summed up the failures of MAP best in his budget proposals for FY 2010 and 2011: “MAP’s economic impact is unclear and it does not serve a clear need.” In addition to MAP and four other USDA foreign market development programs, at least nine federal agencies or departments operate dozens of market development assistance programs.

As the federal government has amassed more than $15.6 trillion in debt, or nearly $50,000 per American, and as Congress borrows more than 40 cents of every dollar it spends, it is now time to scrutinize every federal program, no matter its size, shape or beneficiary. Congress has a duty to root out duplicative and inefficient programs. It must also learn to set priorities as budgets inevitably constrict and determine whether programs are consistent with a proper constitutional role for the federal government.

The time has come to debate whether the federal government should be in the business of promoting private market goods to foreign buyers.

Sincerely,

Tom A. Coburn, MD
U.S. Senator

---

Background on the Market Access Program

The United States Department of Agriculture's Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS), spends nearly $2 billion annually to: “improve foreign market access for U.S. products, build new markets, increase competitiveness for U.S. agriculture in the global marketplace, and [provide] assistance to developing foreign countries.”

FAS operates five overseas marketing programs, including the Market Access Program (MAP), the Foreign Market Development Program (FMDP), the Emerging Markets Program (EMP), the Quality Samples Program (QSP), and the Technical Assistance for Specialty Crops (TASC) program.

The biggest marketing program in terms of taxpayer funds, and the primary focus of this report, is the Market Access Program (MAP). MAP was established by Section 203 of the Agricultural Trade Act of 1978. It provides $200 million annually to subsidize advertising, market research, and travel around the globe for various trade groups, cooperatives, corporations, and their members or employees. Since its inception in 1978, MAP has spent $3.4 billion of taxpayers’ funds.

Funding for MAP, which is mandatory under Congressional spending rules, has more than doubled since FY 2000.

USDA describes the program’s mission as a “partnership between non-profit U.S. agricultural trade associations, non-profit U.S. agricultural cooperatives, non-profit state-regional trade groups, small U.S. businesses, and USDA’s Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC).” The intent of the program was to “share the costs of overseas marketing and promotional activities, such as trade shows, market research, consumer promotions for retail products, technical capacity building, and seminars to educate overseas customers.”

Every year, program administrators provide annual grants to recipients in what they describe as a competitive process, but most beneficiaries of MAP have been in the program for years and in many instances, decades. The program offers two types of assistance: 1) branded assistance allows recipients to cost-share reimbursement (50 percent) for brand specific promotion. Brand specific promotion reimbursements can range from $3,500 to $300,000 per year. 2) Generic promotion assistance reimburses beneficiaries up to 90 percent of total expenses and is intended to focus more on categories of

---

products, rather than individual products. The line between the two types of assistance is not always clear cut, however, as “generic” activities often include well known branded products. Since 1999, total reimbursements for MAP’s international market promotion activities have reached $2 billion.\textsuperscript{15}  

\textsuperscript{15} Congressional Research Service, chart provided to Office of Senator Tom Coburn, January 14, 2011.
Case studies of potential misuse of taxpayer funds in the Market Access Program (MAP)

Through the Market Access Program (MAP), about $200 million annually is spent on advertising and promotional campaigns around the world. In the pages that follow, taxpayers will have an opportunity to see case studies on exactly what their money is buying.

1. “World’s Largest Almond Producer” Needs Your Help

Blue Diamond Growers is the self-proclaimed “world’s largest tree nut processing and marketing company.” Since 1999, the company has received more than $28 million from the Market Access Program to market its almonds overseas. Blue Diamond’s trademarked products are the dominant almond products brand in the United States, found in 93 percent of all American grocery stores. According to a recent analysis, “Blue Diamond remains the world’s largest almond processor. It reported $3.3 billion in sales over the past five years—$709 million” in 2009 alone.

Blue Diamond is a prolific advertiser. If you have seen major professional sports events, you have seen their ads. Recent ads feature major league baseball and football themes.

Its annual sales are almost three times the amount USDA spends each year on the entire MAP program. Yet, it received $3.3 million in taxpayer funds this, its highest total in a decade, to promote its products in foreign markets. Since 1999, these almond growers have received $28.2 million from federal taxpayers.

According to Blue Diamond’s own website, “Government is intended to serve all the people, but the fact is that it serves those who participate most in the decision-making.”

---

17 Blue Diamond is a cooperative of California almond growers and is active in 94 countries.
21 YouTube, Blue Diamond Growers Videos, [http://www.youtube.com/user/BlueDiamondGrowers](http://www.youtube.com/user/BlueDiamondGrowers), Last Accessed on June 6, 2012.
22 Congressional Research Service, chart provided to Office of Senator Tom Coburn, January 14, 2011.
2. ‘Your finest wines, sir’

Though the wine industry in California already accounts for 90 percent of American wine exports and has retail sales in the U.S. of nearly $18 billion, California’s Wine Institute is the one of the single largest recipients of Market Access Program promotional funds. In 2012, the Institute has received $6.9 million from taxpayers, and has received nearly $60 million in the past decade through the Market Access Program. With a membership that includes some of the world’s most prominent wine makers, like E & J Gallo, California wine makers travel the world promoting their products with Market Access Program funds. The program offers reimbursement for half of all eligible expenses related to brand specific foreign travel, international wine tasting events, trade shows, and consumer advertising, and 100 percent reimbursement of all eligible expenses for regional or “wine-style associations” (View Appendix B sample expense report).

Past trips have included wine festivals and tastings in London, Denmark, and Dublin. Other promotions have included “educational wine tastings” in Mexico.

---

26 Congressional Research Service, chart provided to Office of Senator Tom Coburn, January 14, 2011.
3. Taxpayers footing bill for Indian reality TV show

Let’s Design is a popular reality television program in India where, “aspiring designers create fashionable outfits using cotton” and where contestants compete for prizes and nationwide exposure. In 2011, the program announced: “Let’s Design is back for a third season and this time it’s all about falling in love. Play up the romance, with chic designs, flamboyant colours, romantic laces, cute frills and more. Just be ‘Naturally in Love’.”

Let’s Design was created by the Cotton Council International (CCI), which received $20 million in US taxpayer funds through the Market Access Program. Though MAP is intended to assist with “promotional activities for U.S. agricultural products,” CCI acknowledges Let’s Design has little connection to American grown cotton. The Council has publicly admitted that the show was “created to promote the use of cotton in general, not necessarily cotton from the United States.” This is an amazing admission considering that India produces close to twice the amount of cotton as American farmers, and is a net exporter.

Over the past decade, CCI has received more than $169 million from American taxpayers through the Market Access Program. In addition, CCI receives assistance from other USDA market promotion and developments programs, including $21.4 million since 2006 from the Foreign Market Development Program (FMDP) to “conduct overseas market development activities” and $690,000 in 2010 from the USDA Emerging Markets Program.

33 Congressional Research Service, chart provided to Office of Senator Tom Coburn, January 14, 2011.
38 Congressional Research Service, chart provided to Office of Senator Tom Coburn, January 14, 2011.
4. Tax dollars used for overseas pet food advertising

Though the industry had billions in domestic sales and exports, MAP is subsidizing pet food advertising and market development activities through multiple entities.41

The Pet Food Institute, whose membership includes Purina brands (Puppy Chow, Alpo, Friskies, and Beggin Strips), Del Monte Foods (Meow Mix and Kibbles and Bits), and Whiskas and Pedigree, received $1.3 million from taxpayers to promote U.S. cat and dog food manufacturers in 2012.42

Similarly, the Food Export Association of the Midwest, USA, which received $11.2 million in 2012, also includes pet foods in its portfolio of promoted products, including recent financial assistance it is offered to the makers of a Missouri-based dog and cat food manufacturer.43 The Association recently subsidized the market development activities of the Wholistic Pet Organics Company which “produces certified organic and human grade animal health products and food supplements.”44

Finally, the Southern United States Trade Association (SUSTA), which received $4.8 million in 2012, includes pet foods in its list of represented products, including recent efforts in India.45

5. Livestock semen?

Taxpayers may be surprised to learn that their tax dollars are subsidizing, among other things, the marketing of livestock semen. According to an announcement from U.S. Livestock Genetics Export, Inc, a group that received $1.1 million from the USDA in 2011, federal funds are available for “private livestock breeders, companies, or cooperatives interested in promoting livestock, semen, or embryo sales in international markets through December 31, 2010.” The group also notes that the MAP funds partial reimbursement of “approved activities such as international advertising, the development, translation and distribution of promotional materials, and participation in foreign trade shows and exhibitions.”

According to USDA, MAP funds have been used to participate in horse fairs in China, which resulted in the sale of 14 horses in July 2010, and to assist in the development of the French Paint Horse Association. The group also paid for a recent educational visit to Vietnam for Wisconsin state agricultural officials.

In total, livestock genetics groups have received $14 million since 1999. This does not include the more than $750,000 it receives from the USDA’s Foreign Market Development Program.

---

6. **There’s a Fungus Among Us**

Despite MAP funded efforts to promote organic mushrooms through the Organic Trade Association, the Western United States Agricultural Trade Association (WUSATA), also a MAP recipient, recently subsidized the market development efforts of the *FungusAmongUs* company in four countries (“The Organic Mushroom People”). Taxpayer assistance also helped *FungusAmongUs* products recently win an award at the New York Fancy Food Show.

Industry experts believe this is a growing market to American suppliers. According to product representatives, “Dried matsutake mushrooms are increasing in popularity. Canada is a major market for us and we are looking into some South American countries.”

Other products receiving MAP funds from WUSATA include potpourri and candy manufacturers, such as the *Before and After Candy Mint Company*, which has been able to “[embark] on a demonstration and tasting tour in the United Kingdom (U.K.),” as well as convert its package labeling into other languages including: “French, Spanish, German, and Arabic.”

7. **Sunkist: Orange With Envy**

With sales exceeding $1.2 billion annually, and hundreds of products available around the world, Sunkist Growers is considered one of the biggest sellers of fresh fruit internationally.

According to its own website, “The Sunkist® brand is among the most recognized and respected in the world.” In fact, the company has had a century of successful advertising campaigns, and has long been associated with prominent advertising firm, DraftFCB, whose clients also includes Boeing, Kraft, KFC, Motorola, and Hilton.

---

Despite its brand ubiquity, Sunkist receives $3-4 million annually from U.S. Department of Agriculture to promote its products worldwide and to perform market research. In total, $34.1 million in taxpayer funds have been collected by Sunkist since 1999.

Recent MAP funded activities have included advertising Sunkist lemons in Japan, China, and Hong Kong, and Sunkist oranges in Singapore.  

According to Sunkist management, “the support provided by USDA’s Market Access Program (MAP) is essential to our export health.”

8. Distilled Spirits Council of the United States “aka American liquor”

With the help of nearly $200,000 from taxpayers annually, the Distilled Spirits Council of the United States (DISCUS) is now courting “importers, restaurant and nightclub owners, managers, bartenders, spirits buyers and media” in Russia, the Czech Republic, China, India, South Korea, and Brazil by hosting “seminars and tastings of super premium American whiskies.” Recent events in St. Petersburg, Prague, and Tianjin have “celebrate[d] the taste, style and sophistication of American distilled spirits.”

The Distilled Spirits Council (DISCUS) “is the national trade association representing America’s leading distillers and nearly 70% of all distilled spirits brands sold in this country.” With members that include Jim Beam and Jack Daniels, the DISCUS represents an industry that has annual revenues exceeding $18 billion and has over $1 billion in exports.

In 2009, help from taxpayers allowed DISCUS to feature “signature Asian-themed American Whiskey cocktails” throughout India. In its coverage of DISCUS three city tour, Nightclub.com reports: “Famed New York mixologist and author Toby Cecchini redesigned several classic American Whiskey cocktails with distinctively Asian flavors for the promotions which aimed to balance unique spices of the East with the notably smooth flavors of American Whiskey. The final recipes resulted in Bourbon and Tennessee Whiskey combined with tamarind and citrus, or ginger and mint.”

---

In two events sponsored by USDA in St Petersburg and Prague and featuring the head of American whiskey maker Makers Mark, attendees were able to “discover the style and sophistication of cocktails prepared with American Whiskey during a mixology demonstration by renowned local bartenders.”

Finally, through DISCUS, taxpayers are also paying for foreign journalists to visit American distilleries. In the fall of 2010, Indian journalists were treated to a tour of “America’s Whiskey Trail,” a collection of historic and current American distilleries ranging from George Washington’s Mt. Vernon distillery, to those of Jack Daniels, Makers Mark and Jim Beam.

The group has received a total of $2.5 million from taxpayers since 1999.

9. Welch’s: The Grapes of Wealth

Despite being a well-known and successful brand of juice, Welch’s has received millions of dollars in MAP subsidies.

According to the company website, Welch’s “is one of the most recognizable, respected, and enduring American brands.” The company has net annual sales exceeding $658 million and is active in nearly 50 countries. It also employs the Via Group, a marketing firm that also handles advertising for American Eagle Outfitters, HBO, Hewlett Packard, JP Morgan, and Puma.

Yet, in 2010, Welch Foods, Inc. received $893,415 from the USDA’s Market Access Program to promote its products. The cooperative has received more than $10.2 million from taxpayers since 1999.

---

70 Congressional Research Service, chart provided to Office of Senator Tom Coburn, January 14, 2011.
10. ‘I Heard it Through the Grapevine’

While few Americans have heard of the organization, the Raisin Administrative Committee or its partner organization, the California Raisin Marketing Board, they will be familiar with its branded image, the California Raisins. They were a 1980’s icon that spawned hit music singles, videos, and animated television specials and a series.

The Committee represents California raisin growers, and has received $31.7 million since 1998 to promote their products outside the United States—this despite the fact that it already produces 99.5 percent of all American raisins and 45 percent of the entire world crop. The production value of California raisins exceeded $700 million in 2010.

Through advertising funded by American taxpayers, residents of Great Britain have learned that “raisins are used in dairy, confectionery, snacking, snacking mixes, sauces and condiments - and even beer!”

11. The Brewers Association

Started nearly 70 years ago, the Brewers Association is the main trade association and lobby group for the American craft beer industry, consisting of hundreds of small, regional beer producers along with industry heavyweights like Samuel Adams, Anheuser Busch and MillerCoors bottlers. Craft beer sales exceeded 282 million gallons in 2009, with a total retail value of $6.98 billion.

With help from MAP, some of the benefits the Brewers Association members enjoy include: “Subsidized participation in European Beer Star, Australian International Beer Awards, BrewNZ Beer Awards and Stockholm Beer Competition,” and “new promotional materials, political and media exposure.”

---

12. Hair Care Products, Spa Products, and Perfume… for Dogs and Cats

Want your pets to look their absolute best? SUSTA, the long time recipient of MAP funds, is subsidizing the promotional efforts of Espree Animal Products, a Texas-based company that specializes in natural and organic hair care products for dogs, cats, and horses.

The company’s products include: Boost! Volumizing Spray, to “promote volume” for a dog’s coat; Freeze! Hair Hold, a hair spray for dogs; Freeze! Styling Gel; Candy Cane Sparkle Spray (“Leaves the coat with specks of shiny glitter and aroma of Candy Cane); Twinkle Berry Sparkle Spray; a line of facial cleansers (Aloe Oat, Plum Perfect, Rainforest), Bad Boy Spray Cologne; and a line of spa products like Ruff Ruff Romance Parfum (“Tails entwined, walking side by side. It’s love. Spread the love, spread the romance. Ruff Ruff Romance”).

According to SUSTA, MAP funds have been used by the company to participate in international trade shows, initiate a distributorship in Columbia, and to boost sales in Poland, Indonesia, and Singapore. Espree’s products are found in over 16 countries.

13. MAP’s Sweet Tooth

The National Confectioners Association, whose members include Ghirardelli, Godiva, Jelly Belly, Mars (Snickers, M&Ms), Nestle (Baby Ruth, Butterfinger), and Hershey’s, is the industry’s primary trade association. Despite the recent economic downturn, the American candy industry has annual sales nearing $30 billion.

The Confectioners Association also received $1.3 million in 2012 MAP funds for international market development and promotion activities, and more than $14 million in the past decade.

---

85 Congressional Research Service, chart provided to Office of Senator Tom Coburn, January 14, 2011.
In 2012, smaller NCA members (500 or fewer employees) “are eligible to receive matches up to 50% of [their] qualifying marketing and promotional expenses including advertising, sample shipments, public relations, seminars, certain publication expenditures and many trade show related expenses.”\(^86\) The NCA notes that MAP funds can be used for a wide variety of promotional and travel expenses, including the “production and placement of advertisements on magazines, newspapers, billboards, posters, transit and direct-mail advertising. TV and radio advertisements are also eligible.” Additionally, MAP funds may be used by NCA members for international travel, including airfare and reimbursement at a federal per diem rate.\(^87\) Maximum reimbursement annually per company cannot exceed $400,000.

Pretty sweet deal.

### 14. National Renderers Association: Fat Subsidies

The National Renderers Association (NRA) is a suburban Washington, D.C. based trade association made up of some of the most profitable agricultural brands in the nation, including Tyson Foods, Cargill, Hormel, and Pilgrim’s Pride\(^88\) whose combined sales exceeded $164 billion in 2011.

The NRA represents the interests of North American renderers in our nation’s capital and around the world. Rendering, the process of separating fats and proteins from leftover animal parts, results in a wide array of valuable, critical ingredients for “livestock feed and pet food, soaps, pharmaceuticals, lubricants, plastics, personal care products, and even crayons.”\(^89\) Rendered materials have been used more recently to produce biodiesel to meet the federal government’s escalating renewable fuels refining mandate.

With offices in Alexandria, Virginia and regional offices in Hong Kong and Mexico, the NRA received $812,892 from MAP this year for market promotion and development outside the United States.\(^90\)


\(^90\) Congressional Research Service, chart provided to Office of Senator Tom Coburn, January 14, 2011
Additionally, it received $945,818 from the USDA Foreign Market Development Program (FMDP) for similar purposes.91

A closer look at the organization’s spending priorities, however, calls into question the need for taxpayer assistance. NRA staff compensation and benefits exceed the total amount it receives from MAP annually.92 It spends more than $300,000 on annual conferences, conventions, and meetings. Its 2011 annual conference occurred at Ritz Carlton in Tucson, with the 2012 installment planned for a Ritz Carlton resort in Southern California.93

15. A-Twitter for Beef in Japan

The USDA’s Market Access Program (MAP) is also in the business of using taxpayers’ money to create Japanese Twitter accounts to promote American beef in the land of the rising sun.

According to the website USAgNet, “Japanese consumers are accustomed to following bloggers and visiting mobile websites to learn more about U.S. beef, but Twitter is a relative newcomer to Japan. As the number of Twitter fans in Japan recently topped 15 million, [U.S. Meat Export Federation] USMEF launched a multi-phase Twitter campaign to engage and motivate consumers to digitally share their interest in U.S. beef and win tasty prizes. Funding for the campaign is provided through the USDA Market Access Program (MAP) and the Beef Checkoff Program.”94

MAP funds are envisioned to be used to have Japanese diners ‘Tweet While You Eat’ in order to share their excitement about U.S. beef.

---

The USMEF also believes that spending taxpayers' dollars on Twitter alone is not enough. The group has begun spending money on traffic to its website, through the “American Beef Go! Go!” campaign to provide education about U.S. beef in an entertaining format. Entertaining educational programs related to the beef products include earning stamps as Twitter followers and website goers demonstrate knowledge of beef safety, flavor and other positive product characteristics. Rewards include 2.2 lbs of beef and cooking utensils courtesy of the US taxpayer.  

Is MAP Unique?

“We must also change the way Washington does business—ending programs that don’t work, streamlining those that do, cracking down on special interest access, and bringing a new responsibility to how tax dollars are spent.”

President Obama’s Office of Management and Budget, FY 2011 Budget

Though it has recently muted its criticism of the program, in 2010, the Administration boldly stated its view on MAP: “The Administration proposes to reduce the Market Access Program (MAP) by 20 percent because it overlaps with other Department of Agriculture trade promotion programs and its economic impact is unclear.” It also noted the program “does not serve a clear need.”

Citizens Against Government Waste (CAGW), a taxpayer watchdog, goes further by saying that the Market Access Program “has been the epitome of corporate welfare and government waste for many years.”

This section will examine three primary areas of waste and inefficiency:

1) Overlap and structural inefficiency within the Market Access Program
2) Overlap and duplication with other USDA programs
3) Overlap with other non-USDA federal and state programs.

Overlap and inefficiency within the Market Access Program

With a funding target list that includes both trade associations that promote specific products (like wine) and groups with a regional focus that promote many of the same products, MAP’s efficiency and effectiveness needs to be reevaluated.

Commodity or Region—which is it?

In addition to the dozens of product-specific organizations receiving direct MAP funding, the program also funds four regional associations representing the various state departments of agriculture across the nation: the Western United States Agricultural Trade Association (WUSATA), the Southern United States Trade Association (SUSTA), Food Export Association of the Midwest USA (Midwestern states), and Food Export USA (northeastern states). These associations fund many of the same

---


activities carried out by other MAP funded commodity groups. In FY 2011, the four regional groups received a total of $35,312,588 in MAP funds, or more than 17 percent of all funds available.\textsuperscript{99} Similarly, the National Association of State Departments of Agriculture (NASDA) receives annual MAP subsidies ranging from $2 million to $4 million.\textsuperscript{100}

The potential for overlap caused by subsidizing both regional and product specific groups, as the MAP currently does, is already occurring:

- While prunes (“dried plums”) and plums are already directly targeted for assistance by USDA through the California Prune Board ($3.6 million, 2010) and the California Tree Fruit Agreement ($2.5 million, 2010), the Western United States Agricultural Trade Association ($9.6 million, 2010) brags in a recent association newsletter that “CropSource International of Walnut Creek, CA has been a part of the WUSATA’s Branded Program since 2004, when they received $50,000 towards marketing their Sunsweet® brand prunes and prune juice in New Zealand (NZ).”\textsuperscript{101} Additionally, the Organic Trade Association, a MAP funded organization, also promotes dried plums.\textsuperscript{102}

- While the US Dairy Export Council receives more than $4 million annually from MAP for its international promotion efforts, at least two regional trade associations supported by MAP funds also assist dairy export promotion. Both Food Export USA, Midwest ($10.7 million, 2010) and Food Export USA, Northeast ($8.1 million, 2010) note their efforts to similarly promote dairy exports.\textsuperscript{103}

- Though taxpayers are already subsidizing the promotion of American made candy through the National Confectioners Association ($1.3 million, 2012), Food Export USA, Midwest ($11.2 million, 2012) also notes its efforts to promote local candy companies.\textsuperscript{104}

- Similarly, as taxpayers support market development for the pet food industry via the Pet Food Institute ($1.3 million, 2012), the Southern United States Trade Association ($4.8 million, 2012) notes its own effort to promote pet food products.\textsuperscript{105}

- The Popcorn Board, funded by USDA at more than $250,000 annually, promotes American popcorn and related products. Similarly, Food Export, USA ($11.2 million, 2012) recently assisted a Nebraska-based gourmet popcorn maker with sales in Japan.\textsuperscript{106}

\textsuperscript{99} Congressional Research Service, chart provided to Office of Senator Tom Coburn, January 14, 2011.
\textsuperscript{100} Congressional Research Service, chart provided to Office of Senator Tom Coburn, January 14, 2011.
Though the Organic Trade Association (OTA) receives more than $400,000 annually to promote organic agricultural products, Food Export USA, Midwest ($11.2 million, 2012) is also assisting organic agricultural products.\footnote{Food Export Association of the Midwest USA, “Success Stories,” \url{http://www.miatco.org/us_food/success/index.htm}, Last Accessed June 7, 2012.} Also, while the OTA promotes organic mushrooms, similarly, the Western United States Agricultural Trade Association promotes organic mushrooms.\footnote{Western United States Agricultural Trade Association, “Branded Success Stories,” \url{http://www.wusata.org/services/BrandedSuccess.html}, Last Accessed on January 26, 2011.}


\section*{Overlap with other USDA programs}

In addition to the Market Access Program, the USDA administers three similarly focused market development programs: 1) the Foreign Market Development Program (FMDP), 2) the Emerging Markets Program (EMP), and 3) the Quality Samples Program (QSP).

\subsection*{Foreign Markets Development Program (FMDP)}

The goals and objectives of the Market Assistance Program (MAP) are significantly duplicative of the Foreign Markets Development Program. The Administration itself has noted the overlap among the two programs. The Administration has observed that “the program overlaps with other Department of Agriculture trade promotion programs, including the Foreign Market Cooperator Program (as the FMDP was previously known), which also provides funding for overseas marketing.”\footnote{White House, Office of Management and Budget, “Terminations, Reductions and Savings (FY 2011),” \url{http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/budget/fy2011/assets/trs.pdf}, Last Accessed June 7, 2012.}

In fact, all but two of the 22 associations that received FMDP’s $34.5 million in 2010, also received MAP assistance. All told, these 22 groups received more than $115 million in 2010 from the two overlapping USDA programs.

By definition, the two programs are difficult to distinguish from one another. USDA defines the two in this way:

- FMDP- “Under the FMD, Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) funds partially reimburse cooperators for conducting approved overseas promotional activities. Preference is given to nonprofit
U.S. agricultural and trade groups that represent an entire industry or are nationwide in membership and scope.\footnote{114}

- **MAP** - The MAP forms a partnership between non-profit U.S. agricultural trade associations, non-profit U.S. agricultural cooperatives, non-profit state-regional trade groups, small U.S. businesses, and USDA’s \textit{Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC)} to share the costs of \textit{overseas marketing and promotional activities}, such as trade shows, market research, consumer promotions for retail products, technical capacity building, and seminars to educate overseas customers.

**Emerging Markets (EM) Program**

While it is much smaller and more focused on generic promotion of American made or grown products, the EM program at USDA has many similarities with its MAP and FMDP cousins.

USDA defines the program this way:

“The Emerging Markets Program is a market access program that provides funding for technical assistance activities intended to promote exports of U.S. agricultural commodities and products to emerging markets in all geographic regions, consistent with U.S. foreign policy. The program is authorized by the Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990, as amended. The EMP regulations appear at 7 CFR part 1486. Funding is set at $10 million each fiscal year from the Commodity Credit Corporation from now through the end of the current Farm Bill.”\footnote{115}

Like the FMDP, the Emerging Markets Program counts many of the same beneficiaries as MAP. In fact more than 27 of the 82 projects funded by the Emerging Markets (EM) Program went to MAP recipients. For instance:

- In addition to the nearly $400,000 it received from MAP in 2010, the Brewers Association received a $65,000 boost from the EM program “for craft beer seminars in Brazil and China.”\footnote{116}
- The California Export Council, which obtained $859,622 from MAP in 2010, also received $120,000 from the EM program for its China Moon Cake Project.\footnote{117}
- The Organic Trade Association, which received $376,953 from MAP, earned more than $165,000 from the EM program for Chinese and Indian “familiarization tours” of the American organics industry.\footnote{118}
- The American Soybean Association, having received $5.75 million from MAP in 2010, also obtained nearly $500,000 for various promotion activities from the EM program.\footnote{119}

The Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute, with more than $4.6 million from MAP in 2010, also received a $15,000 grant from the EM program to perform a market feasibility study for the Brazilian market.\textsuperscript{120}

Quality Samples Program (QSP)

The next USDA market assistance program, the Quality Samples Program (QSP), is a small program ($2 million) aimed at helping introduce American products by providing samples to foreign manufacturers and processors.

USDA defines the mission of this grant program this way: “The Quality Samples Program (QSP) helps U.S. agricultural trade organizations provide samples of their agricultural products to potential importers in emerging markets overseas.”\textsuperscript{121}

In fact, all of its 13 grants in 2010 went to groups that also received MAP funds, including the Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute, the American Soybean Association, the California Agricultural Export Council, and Hop Growers of America.\textsuperscript{122}

Other USDA market assistance programs and grants

In addition to the direct assistance that USDA provides for market development and promotion activities, it also administers several other export market assistance programs. A sample includes:

- The USDA’s \textit{Foreign Agricultural Service} (FAS) has 102 offices with staff in at least 82 countries dedicated to advancing agricultural trade and development.\textsuperscript{123}

- The \textit{Technical Assistance for Specialty Crops} (TASC) program provides $8 million annually for specialty crop association to overcome technical barriers in other nations. MAP recipients represent the single largest group of TASC grant recipients.\textsuperscript{124}

- Through the \textit{Dairy Export Incentive Program} (DEIP), the “U.S. Department of Agriculture pays cash to exporters as bonuses, allowing them to sell certain U.S. dairy products at prices lower than the exporter’s costs of acquiring them.”\textsuperscript{125} The US Dairy Export Council already receives $4.1 million annually via MAP.

- The \textit{Export Credit Guarantee Program} (ECGP) allows USDA to assist with “commercial financing of U.S. agricultural exports.” According to USDA, “The guarantees encourage exports

to buyers in countries where credit is necessary to maintain or increase U.S. sales." As of January 2011, the program had $1.6 billion available.  

- The Facility Guarantee Program (FGP) “is designed to expand sales of U.S. agricultural products to emerging markets where inadequate storage, processing, or handling capacity limit trade potential. The program provides payment guarantees to finance commercial exports of U.S. manufactured goods and services that will be used to improve agriculture-related facilities.”

Overlap with other Federal agencies

It is safe to say that the Market Access Program’s efforts to promote international market development do not stand alone in the federal government. In fact, a review of government-wide international market development projects finds that xx government more than a half dozen agencies are involved in similar activities.

Below are a few other agencies, besides USDA, export marketing programs:

- **International Trade Administration:** The Department of Commerce maintains multiple efforts aimed at increasing U.S. exports, market development, and trade assistance. Most notably, the Department oversees the International Trade Administration and its Office of Commercial Services (OCS). According to ITA, “U.S. Commercial Service trade professionals in over 100 U.S. cities and in nearly 80 countries help U.S. companies get started in exporting or increase sales to

---

new global markets.” Much like MAP, OCS assists with developing “market intelligence,” “trade counseling,” “business matchmaking,” and “trade advocacy.”

- **Economic Development Administration (EDA):** Also within the Department of Commerce is the Economic Development Administration. EDA administers the Trade Adjustment Assistance for Firms, which as a “cost-sharing federal assistance program helps pay for projects that improve firms’ competitiveness.” Among its many efforts, the program assists export and market development, advertising and sales promotion development, and market research.

- **Small Business Administration (SBA):** Through its extensive network of regional offices, SBA offers the following finance options assistance options for companies looking to enter new export markets: Export Express, the Export Working Capital Program, and the International Trade Loan Program. Via its Office of International Trade, SBA also offers an array of assistance and counseling services for small businesses looking to maintain or expand into foreign markets.

- **United States Trade and Development Agency (USTDA):** An independent federal agency, USTDA’s mission “is to promote economic growth in developing and middle income countries, while simultaneously helping American businesses to export their products and services, thereby creating U.S. jobs.” With its International Business Partnership Program, the agency also promotes reverse trade missions, similar to those used by MAP recipients that allow foreign buyers to tour targeted industries.

**Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC):**

- **Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) –** OPIC is an independent federal agency created in 1969 to fulfill investment and promotion activities for USAID. According to its mission, OPIC helps “U.S. businesses invest overseas, [it] fosters economic development in new and emerging markets, complements the private sector in managing risks associated with foreign direct investment, and supports U.S. Foreign policy.” While OPIC is not tasked by law with supporting U.S. exports and job creation, the agency estimates its activities have generated $74 billion in U.S. exports and have supported more than 275,000 jobs since beginning operations in 1971. However, critics contend that the agency merely distorts markets. A recent analysis by the Congressional Research Service observed that, “Economists generally oppose the use of subsidized credits to promote trade or investment abroad. They believe such subsidies tend to distort the flow of capital and resources away from the most efficient uses. They

---


also believe that by promoting investment abroad, OPIC may be crowding out, and thereby reducing, some domestic investment.”¹³⁴

- **The Bureau of Economic, Energy, and Business Affairs (EEB):** An agency of the Department of State, EEB oversees International Finance and Development unit (IFB), Trade Policy and Programs (TPP), and the Office of Commercial and Business Affairs (CBA). Most notably, the CBA’s “mission is to ensure that private sector business concerns are fully integrated into U.S. foreign and economic policy, and engages U.S. government resources to assist and promote U.S. business interests overseas.”¹³⁵

- **Senior Visitor Business Liaison:** Also within the Department of State, Secretary Hillary Clinton has created the Senior Visitor Business Liaison. According to President Obama, this will require “every one of our embassies to create a senior visitors business liaison who will manage our export advocacy efforts locally, and when our ambassadors return stateside, we’ll ask them to travel the United States to discuss export opportunities in their countries of assignment.”¹³⁶ Similarly, USDA has Foreign Agricultural Service employees stationed around the world.¹³⁷

- **Export-Import Bank of the United States (Ex-Im):** According to the independent agency, its “mission is to assist in financing the export of U.S. goods and services to international markets. Ex-Im Bank enables U.S. companies — large and small — to turn export opportunities into real sales that help to maintain and create U.S. jobs and contribute to a stronger national economy.”¹³⁸

**Overlap with state led efforts**

Like the federal government, most states maintain aggressive international market development programs and initiatives. For instance:

- The Oklahoma Department of Commerce Oklahoma “maintains trade offices in Mexico, the Middle East (Israel), China, and Southeast Asia (Vietnam) and offers a variety of free services to help companies move into these and other markets.”¹³⁹ The Oklahoma Department of Agriculture’s Market Development Division, International Markets has “coordinators [who] specialize in assisting both buyers and sellers with information and technical advice when conducting foreign trade.”¹⁴⁰

- In Texas, “the International Business & Recruitment (IBR) Program helps Texas companies expand into foreign markets and to assist with recruiting foreign companies to Texas.” IBR also

---


¹⁴⁰ Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, “Market Development (See International Programs),” [http://www.oda.state.ok.us/mktdev-section.htm#econmic](http://www.oda.state.ok.us/mktdev-section.htm#econmic), Last Accessed on June 7, 2012.
conducts trade missions and connects Texas businesses to upcoming international trade shows and seminars. Similarly, the Texas Department of Agriculture’s “GO Texan” initiative recognizes and promotes Texas business development in international markets. 141

• In New York, the “International Division of Empire State Development is New York State’s international economic development agency. Our mission is to promote competitiveness and foster economic activity abroad in order to expand the State’s presence around the world. With a vast network across the State and around the world, our division is New York State’s global connection and international business resource.”142 It also maintains dozens of offices around the world to further these efforts.

Whose interests are being served?

“Government is intended to serve all the people, but the fact is that it serves those who participate most in the decision-making.”

Blue Diamond Almond Growers, long time MAP recipient

By subsidizing a function that legitimately belongs in the private sector, Congress and Department of Agriculture have often chosen to reward the most well organized D.C. lobby and trade associations, building a powerful constituency that ensures the program’s continued growth.

K-Street or Main Street, USA?: Many recipients are active, Washington, DC based legislative lobbying organizations:

- American Peanut Council, headquartered in the Washington suburb of Alexandria, VA, receives over $2 million annually from taxpayers for international market development.
- American Forest and Paper Association based in Washington, DC, receives over $9 million from taxpayers to promote industry products outside the United States.
- American Hardwood Export Council based in Reston, VA receives $8.4 million annually.
- American Seed Trade Association receives more than $50,000 annually and is based in Alexandria, VA.
- Distilled Spirits Council, based in Washington, DC, receives nearly $250,000 annually.
- National Confectioners Association, based in Washington, DC, receives $1.3 million annually.
- National Renderers Association, based in Alexandria, VA received nearly $1 million annually.
- Pet Food Institute, based in Washington, DC, receives $1.3 million each year.
- U.S. Dry Bean Council based in Washington, DC, receives $1 million.
- U.S Hide, Skin, and Leather Association, Washington, DC, receives $76,000.
- USA Rice Federation, Arlington, VA, receives $2.8 million.

‘Bringing home the Bacon’ Regional product promotion and the Market Access Program

- American Sheep Industry Association based in Eagleton, CO receives $410,300.
- National Potato Promotion Board based in Denver, CO $5.2 million.
- America Soybean Association based in St. Louis, MO receives $5.8 million.

• Florida Department of Citrus based in Lake Alfred, FL receives $5.3 million.
• Western United States Agricultural Trade Association based in Vancouver, WA receives $9.7 million

It pays to know your way around the Capitol:

In 2011, 23 lobbying organizations registered on behalf of program beneficiaries with the specific purpose of furthering funding for the Market Access Program. This includes prominent corporate brands like Sunkist and Blue Diamond Almond Growers. This also includes the North American subsidiary of British-based Diageo, the “world’s leading premium drinks business” whose brands include Johnnie Walker, Crown Royal, Smirnoff, Baileys, Captain Morgan, Jose Cuervo, Tanqueray, and Guinness.

A closer inspection reveals that many beneficiaries are active, influential players on Capitol Hill:

Blue Diamond Growers

Blue Diamond Growers, previously mentioned in this report, is also a very active player on Capitol Hill.

In addition to employing lobbyists, its associated Blue Diamond Political Action Committee has given more than $225,000 over the past three election cycles to Federal candidates. According to an industry expert, “It [Blue Diamond] has the size and political clout to go to Washington to get the Foreign Agricultural Service and members of Congress and the White House to go to bat for them.” It tells its members:

• “Government is intended to serve all the people, but the fact is that it serves those who participate most in the decision-making.”
• “Blue Diamond has long been active in government affairs with good results for you and your cooperative. However, politics is getting tougher as government budgets decline and interest groups scrap over a shrinking pie. To maintain a strong voice in government, Blue Diamond needs your participation in the Issues Action Program (IAP).”
• “Blue Diamond helped save USDA’s export promotion program. The Market Access Program will provide $2.5 million a year in matching funds for almond export development.”

National Association of State Departments of Agriculture (NASDA)

NASDA’s executive director is a former Chief of Staff to the House Agriculture Committee and played a part in drafting the 2002 Farm Bill, the same bill that authorizes MAP. Senior staff also includes a former congressional staff member.

who assisted in the drafting of the 2008 Farm Bill conference report.\textsuperscript{151}

In a recent letter to congressional appropriators, NASDA’s president writes:

“We urge conferees to fully fund the Market Access Program (MAP) at $200 million and maintain support for the MAP Branded Products Promotion Program. Additionally, we ask that the Conferees retain the following language from the Senate Committee Report in support of the MAP Branded Products Promotion Program: “The Committee continues the full mandatory funding for the Market Access Program and expects the Department to administer the program as authorized in 7 U.S.C. 5623, without changing the eligibility requirements for participation of cooperative organizations, small businesses, trade associations, and other entities.”\textsuperscript{152}

**Wine Institute**

While it promotes California’s lucrative wine export industry, by its own admission, the Wine Institute also acts as the industry’s voice in the legislative process.

The Institute lists “representation of industry in legislative matters,” as one of only two key missions of the organization.\textsuperscript{153} Additionally, the Institute is also a major contributor to a political action committee that gives “to candidates of both parties that are in a position to affect a positive influence on the California wine industry.”\textsuperscript{154}

The California-based institute, with an office just blocks from the White House in Washington, D.C., holds an annual meeting where “members meet with Congressional leaders in the Capitol and host a reception in the Great Hall of the Library of Congress.”

**Brewers Association, Inc.**

The Brewers Association (BA), Inc., a MAP recipient since 1994, offers it members a tutorial on how to build relationships and make personal connections with Members of Congress and their staff, what types of gifts are allowable, and tips on arranging tours of local breweries with Congressmen and Senators. It offers this succinct advice to its members: “Some members of Congress choose not to accept any type of gift and may politely decline. There is no rule, however, against showing them to a good table if they want to stay and buy themselves dinner at your establishment!”\textsuperscript{155}


BA Members are also encouraged to contact their Representatives and urge them to join the newly created (2007) House Small Brewers Caucus.\(^{156}\)

Do existing industry trade associations, and current MAP recipients, have the resources to promote their own products?

As one MAP recipient noted: “... many of the industry trade associations that receive MAP dollars base big chunks of their annual operating budgets and employee salaries on MAP receipts. Hell hath no fury like a MAP recipient with a threatened export promotion program.”\(^{157}\)

A closer examination reveals the trade associations’ have sufficient resources to offer association members MAP-like benefits on their own:

- **American Forest and Paper Association**: Representing an industry that produces “about $175 billion”\(^{158}\) in products each year and whose members include industry giants like Georgia-Pacific and Domtar, the AFPA has twelve employees who earn more than $100,000 each, including seven employees who earn more than $200,000. The trade organization also has four contractors who earn more than $200,000 each.\(^{159}\)

- **U.S. Wheat Associates, Inc.**: The United States is the world’s largest exporter of wheat.\(^{160}\) Federal subsidies account for 74 percent of the trade association’s nearly $17 million revenues.\(^{161,162}\) According to most recent non-profit filings, the Arlington, VA based organization spends about $3.4 million on employee compensation, with seven key employees earning more than $100,000.\(^{163}\) It reports assets of $6.8 million.

- **The Wine Institute**: Representing a California wine industry that holds a dominant domestic market position that already accounts for 90 percent of American wine exports, the Wine Institute sits in an enviable position.\(^{164}\) The Institute, with more than $20 million in organizational revenues, maintains a senior staff that includes 8 employees who make more than $100,000 annually or more than $2.6 million. The Institute’s President earns more than $1.1 million annually.\(^{165}\)


• **The Distilled Spirits Council of the United States** - The Council, whose members include prominent brands like Bacardi, Beam Global (Jim Beam, Makers Mark and Courvoisier), Brown-Forman (Jack Daniels, Canadian Mist, and Korbel), and Diageo (Jose Cuervo, Captain Morgan, Smirnoff, and Guinness), has 7 senior staffers who each earn more than $200,000 annually, including its president who is paid $1.75 million. Of note, the salary of the organization’s president is nearly ten times the amount the council receives for market promotion from taxpayers. In a recent annual filing for non-profit organizations, the Council also reported spending $1.7 million on lobbying, $818,598 on “government relations,” more than $160,000 on entertainment, and $454,934 on “conferences, conventions, and meetings.”
Is the program effective?

“Questions remain about the overall economic benefits derived from MAP funding... In addition, the evidence from market-level studies is inconclusive regarding MAP’s impact on specific commodities in specific markets.”166

Government Accountability Office, April 1999

While it is apparent that program duplication and wasteful allocations are preventing the program from operating at peak efficiency, is there any evidence that the program is effective?

USDA and program beneficiaries obviously believe so.

The Western United States Agricultural Trade Association, which has received over $113 million in MAP funds since 1999, tells applicants that its branded program (reimbursement of expenses for the promotion of specific brands) has a return on investment of 20 to 1.167

USDA points to an agency financed study that says “the increase in market development spending since 2002 increased U.S. export market share by 1.3 percentage points and the annual value of U.S. agricultural exports by $6.1 billion.”168

Market Failure?

In defense of its foreign “market development” programs, the USDA points to an “independent” study that reveals the programs’ “positive and significant impact on U.S. agricultural trade.”169 The study, which was paid for by the USDA, focuses on the perceived “market failures” that point to a continued need for federal subsidization of private commercial activities. It concludes:

“From an economic standpoint, the federal role in agricultural market development is justifiable if two conditions are satisfied. Firstly, there should exist a market failure, which leads commodity-specific trade organizations to underinvest in export promotion compared with the socially optimal level. Secondly, there must be a compelling public interest that would justify firms to promote more.”170

170 Foreign Agricultural Service, website, Independent Study Concludes USDA Market Development Programs Added Billions to U.S. Exports in 2009,” May 19, 2010,
How long does a “market failure” last?

If overcoming a perceived “market failure” on the part of “commodity specific trade associations” is the goal, as the USDA points to as a justification for the program, eventual graduation from the program would appear to be an important measure of effectiveness.

Yet, data provided by the Congressional Research Service indicates that of the 76 associations or cooperatives that have received assistance from 2000-2010, 57 received it all 10 years. Many of the associations have been subsidized since the inception of the program and its predecessors dating back three decades, including Cotton Council International and the Wine Institute.171

What are the objectives of the program?

According to USDA, “MAP encourages the development, maintenance, and expansion of commercial export markets for agricultural commodities.(emphasis added)”

Similarly, the 1996 Farm Bill (which amended the original authorizing law for MAP) said that USDA’s agricultural export promotion programs “shall encourage the maintenance, development, and expansion of export markets for United States agricultural commodities and related products, including high-value and value-added products.”172

As both the Congress and Department have made the maintenance (holding ground) and expansion of export markets (gaining ground) clear program objectives, export market share should be a key measurement in determining the effectiveness of the program.

How does the program measure up?

In an audit of the program’s administration and effectiveness, the USDA Inspector General has raised serious concerns. In responding to USDA’s criticism a draft IG report in 2007, the IG noted that while the dollar value of exports did rise between 1990 and 2005, “the nation’s market share of global agricultural exports declined by 32 percent.” The IG goes further, noting: “At the same time, those of other exporting nations such as China, Japan, and the European Union (EU) increased significantly.”173

The IG concludes: “FAS (USDA) officials have not presented a balanced assessment of U.S. exports in the global market.”


Similarly, the Government Accountability Office expressed similar concerns in a 1999 review of the program noting,

“Questions remain about the overall economic benefits derived from MAP funding. FAS estimates of MAP's macroeconomic impact are overstated because they rely on a methodology that assumes that the resources used were not employed prior to the funding. We note that this is inconsistent with Office of Management and Budget (OMB) cost/benefit guidelines. In addition, the evidence from market-level studies is inconclusive regarding MAP's impact on specific commodities in specific markets.”

Though inconclusive and in need of further study, data provided by the Congressional Research Service (CRS) also raises serious questions about the program's macroeconomic impact. CRS indicates that the United States' market share of global agricultural exports has slipped from 16.3 percent in 1997, to 10.7 percent in 2009.

---


175 Data and Chart provided by Mike Donnelly, Congressional Research Service, February 8, 2011.

176 Data and Chart provided by Mike Donnelly, Congressional Research Service, February 8, 2011.
Conclusion

The time has come for Congress to end the Market Access Program.

As this report has demonstrated, the Market Access Program has become a poster child for Washington’s wasteful spending habits and Congress’ inability to perform rigorous oversight of federal programs.

Congress should not pick winners and losers in our marketplace. It should get out of the business of subsidizing private sector advertising and promotion, and rewarding influential Washington, D.C trade associations. This is not an appropriate role for the federal government to play.

Rather than arbitrarily picking influential trade associations that can afford to help themselves, random products, or sectors of our agricultural economy to advantage, Congress should instead focus on policies that benefit all agricultural producers, including flattening the tax code to ensure that all American entrepreneurs are treated fairly (and not just those with influence in Washington) and advancing a more effective trade policy that truly open doors to new markets. Surely, the dozens of federal programs tasked with improving trade and ensuring fair market access can do better.

It is also time to get rid of those direct and indirect subsidies that drive up input costs for small businesses. To the candy makers clamoring for MAP assistance, the better solution is to get rid of a self-defeating sugar subsidy policy that artificially drives raw sugar prices up and places all American confectioners at a competitive disadvantage. Similarly, the costly renewable fuels mandate has made life incredibly difficult for the American livestock industry competing for the same feedstock.

Congress has a responsibility to decide if funding multiple, overlapping market export programs is the most efficient way to achieve the stated objectives of each program.

Finally, and perhaps most important, Congress must decide if it will continue to spend billions on a program to expand exports markets, that has actually seen American agricultural exports lose ground to foreign competitors.

MAP is a well meaning program. American agricultural producers have been harmed by poorly conceived federal policies for decades. Picking up the advertising and market development tab for trade associations and their members is not the answer.
## Appendix A - California Wine Institute Expense Reimbursement Form

### MAP TRAVEL EXPENSE SUMMARY

Complete one form for each traveler per show

- Attach Travel Notification, Trip Report, Comparable Quote for Airfare (If applicable) and Copy of Exhibitor Listing from show catalog.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Title of Traveler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of International Trade Show</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates of Trade Show</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FLIGHT INFORMATION

- Attach passenger receipt or E-tix receipt, flight itinerary and proof of payment.

Cost of international airfare (Maximum reimbursement 50% of full fare economy or the cost of the actual ticket whichever is less).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIRFARE</th>
<th>$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### LODGING EXPENSES

- Attach itemized hotel bill and proof of payment.

A) The nightly hotel room rate including taxes paid in U.S. dollars.

B) The published per diem lodging rate for this city for the month of the show. For rate see:

http://aoprels.state.gov/content.asp?content_id=1844&menu_id=78

C) Eligible hotel rate - Of the rates listed for A and B, list the lower amount per night

D) The number of nights. List the number of nights the traveler stayed at the hotel that fall between the parameters of 2 days before and 1 day after the show dates.

TOTAL ELIGIBLE LODGING (C x D): $

### MEALS & INCIDENTALS

- Receipts are not required

E) Per Diem M&IE rate for the trade show city for the month of the show. For rate see:

http://aoprels.state.gov/content.asp?content_id=1844&menu_id=78

F) Number of days eligible for full M&IE = (D minus 2 days)

G) Amount of full M&IE allowance = E x F

H) Number of days eligible for 75% M&IE allowance

I) Amount of 75% M&IE allowance = (E x 2) x 75%

M&IE TOTAL (G & I): $

### TOTAL TRAVEL EXPENSES

J) GRAND TOTAL AIRFARE, LODGING, AND M&IE

Transfer the GRAND TOTAL amount from line J to EXPENSE SUMMARY SHEET. If this travel expense is your only expense, transfer GRAND TOTAL directly to the TRANSMITTAL FORM.